Stop 100 – Kid’s TourMate Tutorial

There are nearly 12,000 square feet of Conservatory greenhouses for you to explore today. By using this audio wand, you can roam through the greenhouses and check out lots of amazing plants and their habitats.

Each greenhouse has an ‘overview stop’ that gives you the ‘big picture’ about what’s going on in there. Other stops let you get to know more about individual plants on display. We’ve divided the tour into two programs – one for kid’s and one for adults. To follow the kid’s tour, find one of the yellow "audio tour" signs that have a number and a picture of a loudspeaker on it. The kid’s stops always start with the number “1.” The silver signs are for the adult program and their numbers start with a “3.” When you’re ready to listen to a message, just punch in the number of the stop you want on your keypad.

To end a message before it’s finished, press the “Stop” button located on the bottom right of the keypad. To hear it again, simply re-enter the number. You can adjust the volume by pressing the up or down arrow.

Ready to begin? Then go down the stairs into the Exhibition Gallery and press #101.